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MANAGEMENT CONUNDRUM

A Balancing Act?

Janet Donit, Chief Pharmacist at Metropolis NHS Trust,

was leafing through the papers for the hospital Drug

and Therapeutic Committee meeting. Hearing a knock

on the open door she looked up to find Mohammed

Mixture, her deputy, in the doorway.

“Can you spare a minute?” he asked and, being told to

come in, carefully closed the door behind him, which

was a sure sign he wanted to speak confidentially.

“It’s about Colin,” he began. Colin Cleverly was an

ambitious new pharmacist in the department. “He’s just

come to me asking if I can cover one of his clinics. He’s

had an invitation from a MegaPharm to give a

presentation at a congress in Australia on our approach

to medicines optimisation.”

“Well, that’s good, isn’t it?” queried Janet. “We have

attracted some attention with what we have done and

it will be kudos for the department.” 

“I agree,” responded Mohammed, “but he does seem to

be doing quite a bit of this and we get a lot of questions

about why we use so much Wondermycin. We know it’s

completely justified but Colin’s not the most politically

aware member of the team and I can’t help wondering

how it might be perceived in terms of himself as well as

the department overall’.

“I see,” said Janet. “There is a balance to be struck here.

We need to work collaboratively but must avoid

conflicts of interest.” As she was speaking, though, she

started to wonder if all was watertight given recent

changes to the Transfer of Value disclosures, which

would make paid engagement with pharmaceutical

companies’ public knowledge on an organisational and

individual level. 

“Leave it with me and I’ll discuss it with him to see what

can be done,” said Janet. 

When Mohammed left, Janet pondered on what she had

been told. She saw Colin as a rising star, someone who

was making a positive contribution to the development

of the pharmacy service as well as being very highly

thought of by her Medical Director and raising the

profile of the pharmacy – but at what cost might this be

to his professional credibility and that of her

department? Was the Medical Director aware? How

might acceptance of sponsorship by MegaPharm be

viewed by others?

Janet not only wanted to be fair to Mohammed but she

had also to consider the best interests of the Trust. On

the one hand she was supportive of collaborative

working with pharmaceutical companies and wanted to

encourage staff to present their work but, on the other,

she needed to address potential conflicts of interest.

Was a 5-day absence from work really justifiable for a

one hour presentation? She wasn’t quite sure how this

could be handled and resolved to ask a trusted colleague

for their advice.  

If you were the trusted colleague that Janet had in mind, 

what advice would you give her?
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There seem to be two issues to address

here. 

Firstly, there is the question of whether

someone being released for a week to do

a one hour lecture could be justified,

especially if Colin was expecting to be able

to do it in work time. There could be two

possible solutions to this. One option

would be a video link to allow him to do

the presentation and answer questions

from the UK. This has a number of

benefits. It could never be construed as

‘Colin getting a free jolly to Australia’,

therefore avoiding any jealousy within the

department that such a trip to might

generate. It would also be ‘greener’ and it

would definitely appear less of an issue on

the Transfer of Values disclosures.  Another

option might be to allow Colin to attend,

but he would have to take the time

involved in travelling, etc as annual leave

and he would only be given study leave

time for the day or days which would be

involved in actually attending the

congress. Part of the deal might be that he

come back and give a lecture to the

department on some key learning points

he picked up at the congress. If he was

being personally paid by the company for

presenting as well, consider reducing the

amount of study leave provided otherwise

he will be earning money on Trust time.

The second issue of getting too

involved with Megapharm and the

increasing use of Wondermycin is a linked

but separate issue that also needs

addressing. Janet needs to be absolutely

confident that the increased use of

Wondermycin is not being influenced by

an inappropriate relationship with

Megapharm and she must feel confident

she could justify its use if ever challenged

by the media, the Trust’s auditors or

anyone else who may have an interest. If

she has any niggling doubts, then I would

advise her to review their current decision

to use so much Wondermycin, whether

or not Colin is being asked to present.

Whatever she decides, Janet would be

best advised to talk through her options

for Colin with the Medical Director to

make sure she or he is aware and is able

to contribute to the final decision.
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● Check your organisational policy.

● Informal check with Medical Director.

● Ask Colin to justify it to you in terms

of what’s in it for the NHS, for

himself and for MegaPharm: if he

can’t, especially on NHS benefit, he

shouldn’t go.

● Book his absence as study leave

and/or annual leave or a combo as

you feel most appropriate.

● Make sure he’s willing to do the

same for any other Pharma who

might ask now or in future. If he’s

not he shouldn’t go. 

● Make sure he meets all

organisational disclosure

requirements - this is essential.

● Remind him:

✓ about the new ABPI disclosure register

✓ don’t fly business class

✓ don’t stay in a 6* star hotel – and

absolutely no gold-plated anything

in sight!
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